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SEACOAST SWIMMING ASSOCIATION 

Fall Classic Specialty Meet 
November 17-19, 2017 - Sanctioned by N.E. Swimming # NE-17-1117-SSATT 

University of New Hampshire 

 

MEET NOTES: 
 

 An updated weekend schedule can be found at the end of this update. Please share with your swimmers. Please remember that there is not a 

warm-up session between the 200IM and 1000 free on Friday night but we will have a 10-minute loosen up period. 

 All coaches need to wear an identifying item on deck. All officials and coaches should find the meet director or meet referee upon arriving 

on deck each day. Coaches and officials will need to show their current credentials (Deck Pass is acceptable) before receiving a wrist band. 

Wrist bands will be distributed for each session. If you are not current, you will not receive a wrist band and not be allowed on deck. 

Anyone caught giving their wrist band to someone else will be removed from the deck and reported to New England Swimming. 

 Coaches please make sure that all swimmers with medical issues see our Meet Referee prior to start of warm ups to be cleared for 

competition.  Please note that taping on the body is not permitted unless it is for valid medical reasons. However even with valid medical 

reasons taping cannot provide a competitive advantage. A bandage to protect a wound is permitted; taping of multiple fingers is not 

permitted. Kinesio tape which may have a valid medical reason to be used is not permitted under any circumstance as it is deemed to 

provide a competitive advantage. Please advise all your swimmers that we will ask that all Kinesio tape be removed prior to race 

competition. 

 In accordance with NE LSC policy we will have a designated camera zone posted on the deck. Coaches will be authorized to record within 

the designated zones their own team swimmers in accordance with their own team policies. Coaches found violating the specified zone or 

recording swimmers other than those on their own team may be asked to leave the deck. The SSA photographer will be operating under the 

same specifications.  Use of recording devices in any manner behind the starting area is strictly prohibited. Coaches are responsible for 

monitoring their swimmers to heed all recording policies including their own team policies. We appreciate your attention to these policies as 

our mutual goal is to maintain a safe environment for our swimmers at all times. 

 Friday’s 1000 will be swum fastest to slowest, alternating heats of women and men. Swimmers should be ready to provide their own timers, watches 

and lane counters. 

 Please make sure that all swimmers AND coaches are 2017 or 2018 US Swimming registered.  

 During warm-ups, swimmers need to enter the pool feet first from the start end of the pool; coaches may begin one-way sprints when they are ready and 

their lane is cleared. 

 Lane 8 will be open for warm-up and warm-down throughout the meet. 

 Coaches from each team are required to check in their swimmers. Upon arriving at the pool, a coach from each team needs to go to the bullpen desk 

to request their scratch sheets and mark off which swimmers (or events) to be scratched. You then need to sign the check-in report and turn it in to 

someone in the Bullpen by the assigned time. 
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o Those coaches with unattached swimmers need to remember to check those swimmers in as well. Please make unattached scratches right at the 

bin and return the form for the next coach. 

o PLEASE NOTE: Even if you have a second warm-up, your scratch sheets are still due at the times listed in the meet schedule. 

 We will be asking for people to assist us with timing and officiating. Please let your parents know that if they want to be on deck they need to volunteer 

for one of these positions. We will make a volunteer announcement prior to the meet starting. Per New England Swimming rules, only swimmers, 

coaches, officials, timers and designated meet management will be allowed on the pool deck. 

 Coaches, please make it clear to all of your swimmers that there can be no fooling around in the locker rooms or hallways. Also, please remind your 

swimmers that they must have shoes and a t-shirt on if they are out in the hallways – including trips to the concession stand. We are privileged to be able 

to use the facilities at UNH. It is imperative that we have best behavior from all swimmers in order to keep our good standing with the University. All 

problems will be brought to the attention of the swimmer’s coach. We trust that you will help us in this matter. 

 There is plenty of free parking in “A Lot” (directly across the street from the pool and connected via underground tunnel) after 6PM on Friday and 

throughout the weekend. You run the risk of getting a ticket if you park in A Lot before 6PM. TELL YOUR TEAM that “A Lot” requires permits until 

6PM on Friday and the UNH Parking Department will be out in force issuing tickets to those cars that are parked illegally. We suggest you plan to park 

in a metered space or buy a daily pass for $8. Unfortunately Seacoast has no control over this. For more information visit: 

http://www.unh.edu/transportation/visitor/visitorparking.htm. 

o This from the UNH Parking Department –  

 Vehicles can only park in legal parking spaces designated for the public. The public cannot park in any space that is posted. Only those 

vehicles with a valid state handicap parking permit can park in posted handicap spaces. Dropping off is allowed. The definition of drop 

off is the driver must stay with the vehicle at all times and the vehicle must be moved immediately once the drop off has taken place.  

 Parking is available in parking lot A. There is a tunnel in front of the parking lot making access to the Field House very easy.  

 Violators will be ticketed and towed. This cost is over $100 per offense.  

  

 If you need to reach the meet management team from noon Friday through the rest of the meet, either see him on deck or call 603-759-6194. Email 

over the weekend is not a good way to reach them. 

 

 

See next page for meet schedule and warm-up assignments.

http://www.unh.edu/transportation/visitor/visitorparking.htm
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MEET SCHEDULE 
 

FRIDAY 

Distance Session 
4:15 PM: Doors Open 

4:45 PM: Open Warm-up 

4:45 PM: Timers’ meeting on deck; Officials meeting in hallway 

5:15 PM: Pool closed; Announcements and National Anthem 

5:20 PM: Session start 

SATURDAY 

12-Under Morning Session 13-Over Afternoon Session 
7 AM: Doors Open 

7:30 AM: Warm-Up 1 

7:40 AM: Scratch sheets due 

7:55 AM: Warm-Up 2 

8 AM: Timers’ meeting; Officials meeting 

8:20 AM: Pool closed, Announcements and Anthem 

8:30 AM: Session start 

As soon as morning session ends, no earlier than 11:30 AM: Warm-up  No. 1  

+ 10 min.: Coaches scratch sheets due 

+ 25 min.: Warm-up No.2 

+ 30 min.: Timers’ meeting on deck 

+ 30 min.: Officials meeting in hallway 

+ 50 min.: Pool closed, Announcements/National Anthem 

+ 60 min.: Session start 

SUNDAY 

12-Under Morning Session 13-Over Afternoon Session 
7 AM: Doors Open 

7:30 AM: Warm-Up 1 

7:40 AM: Scratch sheets due 

7:55 AM: Warm-Up 2 

8 AM: Timers’ meeting; Officials meeting 

8:20 AM: Pool closed, Announcements and Anthem 

8:30 AM: Session start 

As soon as morning session ends, no earlier than 11:30 AM: Warm-up  No. 1  

+ 10 min.: Coaches scratch sheets due 

+ 25 min.: Warm-up No.2 

+ 30 min.: Timers’ meeting on deck 

+ 30 min.: Officials meeting in hallway 

+ 50 min.: Pool closed, Announcements/National Anthem 

+ 60 min.: Session start 
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Warm-Up Lane Assignments: 
Friday Session 

1 
All 10-under swimmers in the 200 IM 

2 

3 

All 13-over swimmers in the 1000 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

 

Saturday AM Session Saturday PM Session 

 Warm-Up 1 Warm-Up 2 Warm-Up 1 Warm-Up 2 

1 CAN, UN CONY, MIDD CAN INF 

2 CAN PST SSA ORO 

3 ORO PST SSA CONY, MIDD 

4 ORO PST SSA CONY 

5 SSA INF SSA PST 

6 SSA INF SSA PST 

7 SSA INF SSA PST 

8 SSA INF SSA PST 

 

Sunday AM Session Sunday PM Session 

 Warm-Up 1 Warm-Up 2 Warm-Up 1 Warm-Up 2 

1 CAN CONY, MIDD SSA PST 

2 CAN PST SSA PST 

3 ORO PST SSA PST 

4 ORO PST SSA CAN 

5 SSA INF SSA CAN 

6 SSA INF SSA CONY 

7 SSA INF SSA ORO 

8 SSA INF SSA MIDD 

 

 

  


